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 Christy Friend

 The Excluded Conflict: The

 Marginalization of Composition and
 Rhetoric Studies in Graff's Professing
 Literature

 Gerald Graffs Professing Literature has been widely praised by scholars who
 believe it offers not only a thorough historical account of how English depart-
 ments have operated in American universities, but also a compelling agenda for
 institutional and educational reform. According to Sandra Gilbert, for instance,
 the book "helps us understand with new clarity the extent to which the English
 department is not merely a neutral institutional structure but is instead-and al-
 ways has been ... 'itself a theory' " (Graff, back cover). Richard Ohmann com-
 ments, "Graff recommends making our disagreements productive rather than fil-
 ing them away in insulated compartments. I'm ... grateful for the push he has
 given in that direction" (Graff, back cover). In a more detailed examination of
 the book, Robert Con Davis allies Graff's analysis with the work of oppositional
 pedagogues Jim Merod and Paulo Freire:

 Graff adopt[s] the procedures of the oppositional critic. He does this by positioning
 his own critique as a practice in relation to other real and unrealized practices ...
 In fact, his is the beginning of the liberation of the oppressed-in this case the intel-
 lectually oppressed-that Freire called for in education generally. (259)

 Although they focus on different aspects of the book, these scholars all see
 Graff as a revolutionary critic who provides a model for making fundamental
 changes within the discipline of English. And in many ways his proposals are
 revolutionary. In this essay, however, I will focus on an aspect of the book that
 is anything but oppositional: the stance it takes toward composition and rhetoric
 studies. By not addressing the historical marginalization of these fields, Graff ex-
 cludes a major conflict within the discipline from his analysis: the split between
 those who would focus exclusively on teaching students to be passive receptors
 of texts and those who believe that it is equally important to teach them to be
 active producers of texts. This conflict deserves much more attention than it is
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 The Excluded Conflict 277

 given in Graff's book, because it has far-reaching political and social ramifica-
 tions for our profession and for our students.

 Graff's Proposal for Change

 Viewed solely in terms of literary studies, Graff's analysis is indeed revolution-
 ary. Beginning with the first English departments established in the 1820s, Pro-
 fessing Literature traces ongoing intellectual conflicts in the profession about
 "not only the nature of literature and the discipline, but whether there is or
 needs to be such a thing as 'literature'" (19). Graff's concern is not that such
 conflicts have existed or that they have not yet been resolved, but that they have
 had, and continue to have, so little impact on how departments operate and how
 courses are taught. He blames this lack of productive debate on the "field cover-
 age" principle around which English departments have traditionally been orga-
 nized. In this arrangement, each professor is assigned responsibility for one
 component of the literary canon (e.g., eighteenth-century British poetry or Res-
 toration drama). The result of this system is an institution which allows a variety
 of perspectives but compartmentalizes and isolates them from one another. For
 example:

 ... departments ... hire theorists, who form a new ghetto alongside those oc-
 cupied by the black studies person hired several years ago and the women's studies
 person hired yesterday. .... Once literary theory is covered in the department's
 table of areas, the rest of the faculty is free to ignore the issues theorists raise.
 (249-50)

 Students suffer under this system, Graff says, because it presents literary study
 as a series of unrelated, fixed products, rather than as an ongoing, constantly de-
 bated process "with a history that [students] might have a personal and critical
 stake in" (250).

 To address these problems, Graff proposes that English departments abandon
 the field coverage principle and instead make a place for intellectual conflicts
 within the institution. Departments should take their disagreements about the lit-
 erary canon, about how literature should be approached, about the nature of lit-
 eracy, and so forth, and make them the focus of the English curriculum. Such a
 move would "not only make classes more interesting" but would also invigorate
 the profession by focusing scholars on clarifying important definitions, values,
 and goals-rather than on covering a specified body of material (Scholes 326).
 Graff asserts that in addition, this plan would give alternative perspectives,
 which tend to be marginalized in the chronologically-based field coverage sys-
 tem, and greater opportunity to influence teaching and scholarly practice (249).

 Because his arguments arise from the assumption that dominant institutional
 practices are "not the only [nor the best] forms possible," Graff does adopt the
 stance of an oppositional critic. He treats the English department not as a neu-
 tral, stable entity, but as a social practice which empowers some viewpoints and
 marginalizes others. Additionally, he moves from a critique of existing practices
 to suggesting alternative ones. In Davis's words,
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 To the extent that Graff locates the resistances of the oppositions he examines, he
 is testing the possibilities of ideology and moving toward something previously un-
 thought. In this specific sense-regarding the potential of ideological critique-
 Graff's reading of pedagogical discourse is oppositional, that is to say, ideological.
 (262)

 The problem with any oppositional critique, however, is that it is always tied to
 the dominant practices it criticizes. Literary scholars like Graff who wish to re-
 constitute and change literary studies must nevertheless operate within the con-
 ventions and available practices in the discipline; and these conventions and
 practices inevitably color the resulting critique. As Stanley Fish notes, "The
 question is. . . . can [a critic] simultaneously operate within a practice and be
 self-consciously in touch with the conditions that enable it?" (20). The answer to
 this question is no; there is no "clean escape" from the dominant discourse, and
 thus even the work of oppositional critics must be "relentlessly critiqued"
 (Davis 263). Such a "relentless critique" of Graff's analysis must begin with the
 fact that throughout the book, he defines "English departments" solely in terms
 of literary studies, currently the most powerful, but not the only discourse in the
 discipline. As a result, his argument upholds a pervasive kind of oppression
 within English departments: the marginalization of composition and rhetoric
 studies.

 The Excluded Conflict

 Graff states in the book's introduction that he will exclude composition and rhet-
 oric from his analysis: "I will deal only in passing with the teaching of composi-
 tion, though ... without that enterprise the teaching of literature never could
 have achieved its central status" (2). At first glance, his choice seems an inno-
 cent one. After all, any text necessarily emphasizes certain facts and
 deemphasizes others, asks certain questions and suppresses others, and priv-
 ileges certain viewpoints over others. Graff's statement even appears to ac-
 knowledge the importance of composition and rhetoric. However, the language
 Graff uses here is not so innocent. He describes literature as "central," thus im-
 plying that the study of writing is secondary, unimportant. And referring to com-
 position as an "enterprise," rather than a "subdiscipline" or "field of study"
 suggests that it is financially but not intellectually valuable. Perhaps most telling
 is the location of his statement-it occurs in the introduction, not in the body of
 the text. This placement has the effect of marginalizing, or bracketing off, com-
 position and rhetoric from the central portion of the book. The overall impres-
 sion Graff leaves is this: his exclusion is justifiable because literature is the
 "central" focus of English departments, while composition and rhetoric are sec-
 ondary "enterprises."

 The language used in Graff's few other references to composition and rhetoric
 further suggests that these fields are insignificant. For instance, he sympathizes
 with faculty at small colleges where "literature, as distinct from composition,
 has become a luxury" (2; emphasis mine). If literature is a "luxury," what is the
 implied connotation for composition here? Is it a hated necessity? Similarly, in
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 Chapter 2, he recounts a case whereby an English professor "improved his lot"
 being "wholly relieved of the burden" of teaching composition (40; emphasis
 mine). Again, literature is presented as an "improvement" over the unwanted
 and unimportant drudgery of teaching students to write. Later in the same chap-
 ter, Graff cites a course at Harvard to "show how the study of English Liter-
 ature could evolve from oratory and elocution [rhetoric]" (44; emphasis mine).
 The use of "evolve" implies positive progress-as if in moving from rhetorically-
 based language study to literature, the field moved from something primitive to
 something more advanced. There are more examples, but these few illustrate the
 implied judgment throughout the book that composition and rhetoric are of minor
 importance; that the profession has moved past them; that they are enterprises
 peripheral to the concerns of "real" English scholars. But is such an assessment
 reasonable, or does it merely express a deeply entrenched prejudice? Looking at
 the work of other historical scholars can provide a basis for evaluating Graff's
 position.

 First, the idea that English departments are primarily "literature depart-
 ments" is simply inaccurate. As James Berlin's historical account of writing in-
 struction in America shows, rhetoric-the production of written texts-has been
 a basic component of schooling in Western culture since ancient times. In fact,
 Berlin argues that the first "English departments" in this country were begun to
 provide instruction in writing, while literature was a secondary concern: "Rhet-
 oric has been a permanent and central part of the college curriculum throughout
 the twentieth century, as well as for the ... centuries that preceded it" (Rhet-
 oric 20). Many of the nineteenth-century universities Graff discusses, (i.e., Har-
 vard) had flourishing writing programs, the instructors of which he chooses to
 characterize as literary "humanists" even though their courses did not focus pri-
 marily on literature (see Berlin, Writing Instruction 58-62). Even today, the ma-
 jority of instructors, class sections, and students in university English depart-
 ments are not usually in literature, but in writing courses. For instance, the
 University of Oklahoma English department offers more than 110 sections of
 writing courses each semester, compared to about 30 literature courses; it em-
 ploys approximately 80 writing instructors, versus about 30 literature faculty. In
 small colleges, the numbers are probably weighted even more heavily in favor of
 writing courses. Of course, no one would argue that writing instructors have as
 much prestige or power within departments as do literature faculty. Still, for
 Graff to imply that "English" equals "literary studies" is an overstatement.

 Second, Graff's suggestion that literary studies somehow exist apart from rhe-
 torical studies is questionable. Although English departments in this century
 have tended to treat them as separate entities, the two fields have never been
 completely independent of each other. In his Theories of the Symbol, Tzvetan
 Todorov argues that rhetoric (the study of creating texts) and poetic (the study
 of interpreting texts) have historically enjoyed a dialectical relationship, the two
 seen as complementary. Underlying every approach to literature is a theory
 about how texts are created, and every rhetorical theory arises from ideas about
 how people read finished texts. In Berlin's words, "the functions of one [are]

 ?. defined and determined by the other's" (Rhetoric 1). Poetic thus always in-
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 volves rhetoric, and vice versa. Both inherently shape each other and both are
 essential to the study of language. This, according to Berlin, explains why liter-
 ature and writing have been housed in the same university department from the
 start. And this complementarity would suggest that a comprehensive historical
 discussion should address both aspects of "English," not proceed as though
 only one is central.

 Unfortunately, Graff's stance toward composition and rhetoric is in line with
 a whole tradition that has historically denied scholars in those fields a real voice
 within English departments. Since the mid-1800s, as literature faculty have
 gained prestige, teachers of writing have generally remained the most "over-
 worked and poorly paid" members of English departments (Berlin, Rhetoric 21).
 As a result, composition and rhetoric courses have often been assigned to gradu-
 ate assistants and non-tenured professors, many of whom have been trained in
 literary studies and who have little interest or background in writing. Composi-
 tion and rhetoric gradually became perceived as essentially remedial work "de-
 signed to train students for the workplace" rather than as legitimate fields of
 study (Berlin, Rhetoric xi). Although these fields have undergone a partial ren-
 aissance since around 1975 (evidenced by numerous new graduate programs,
 scholarly journals, faculty positions, and research projects), Graff seems to re-
 flect this older, more marginalizing view.

 Ultimately, Graff's marginalization of composition and rhetoric contradicts
 his central argument. His proposals for changing English departments rest on the
 need he sees for making conflicts within the discipline productive rather than ig-
 noring them:

 . . we might begin by imagining an ideal course.... Wouldn't it seek to ... dis-
 cuss the various and competing assumptions about texts, language, meaning,
 culture, readers, and so forth, that we make? We need to teach not the texts them-
 selves but how we situate ourselves in reference to those texts. (262)

 He further argues that current definitions about what is worth studying are too
 limited, saying, "literary studies have arbitrarily narrowed the concept of 'liter-
 ature' and . . . [our] goal should be to repair the disabling dislocation of liter-
 ature 'from other social and cultural practices'" (11). Both these statements
 propose that a wider variety of perspectives be given prominent voices in the
 English curriculum. But by glossing over the fundamental, long-standing split
 between literature and composition and rhetoric, Graff does both the things he
 argues strongly against: he ignores a central conflict rather than exploring its
 ramifications, and he implies a narrow view of what is central to English study.

 The explanation for these contradictions may lie in Graff's immersion in the
 literary profession. It is difficult for a member of any dominant group to distance
 him or herself from the values and practices of that group, even when these are
 oppressive (Freire 44). While Graff succeeds admirably in distancing himself
 from competing viewpoints within literary studies-the most dominant group in
 the profession, and the one he belongs to-he seems less able to perceive view-
 points and conflicts outside this group. He is part of a discourse community that
 takes the marginalization of composition and rhetoric for granted; perhaps this is
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 why he does not, or cannot, acknowledge its existence. This inability for Graff's
 or anyone's viewpoint to be completely neutral is why it is important, in Fish's
 words, to "undo the meanings offered to us by searching for hidden ideological
 agendas, poking holes in the discursive fabric those agendas weave, replacing
 the narcotic satisfactions of easy intelligibility with the disruptive dis-ease of re-
 lentless critique" (18). Scholars need, then, to approach Graff's analysis not as a
 finished product but as a starting point for further critique. Examining the divi-
 sions and boundaries Graff neglects to explore does not invalidate, but rather
 continues the oppositional analysis which Graff has begun.

 Privileging Reading over Writing: What's at Stake

 The exclusion of composition and rhetoric from Professing Literature illustrates
 the ongoing and unfinished nature of oppositional critique. On a larger scale,
 however, Graff's exclusion is important for another reason. The fact that rela-
 tively few scholars have commented on his stance toward composition and rhet-
 oric shows the extent to which our profession privileges reading over writing-
 or passive consumption of texts over active construction of texts. That literature
 study is far more prestigious than rhetorical study reflects an assumption that it
 is more important to teach students to read and understand language than to
 teach them to create it. Because English departments are part of educational in-
 stitutions, which are in turn part of the dominant culture, which rewards certain
 practices and suppresses others, this assumption must be explored in terms of its
 political implications.

 A sociopolitical framework for analyzing English education is offered by
 Robert Pattison's On Literacy. According to Pattison, literacy in all societies can
 be analyzed in terms of the social and political purposes it serves. In tech-
 nologically advanced cultures like ours, he asserts, a primary function of lan-
 guage education is to "facilitate the efficient transfer of information" by bureau-
 cracy and industry. The dominant society wants the educational system to
 produce workers who "will be able to read operating instructions, fill out job ap-
 plications," and "read a newspaper well enough to find the help-wanted ads
 most appropriate to [their] training" (174; emphasis mine). The ability to under-
 stand and take orders promotes social efficiency and upholds existing power re-
 lations; thus, the kinds of education which lead to these skills are rewarded with-
 in prevailing institutions. On the other hand, Pattison argues, education that
 teaches students "the advantageous manipulation" of language or how to "ver-
 balize and examine . . discontent" is less likely to be considered important
 (189; emphasis mine). This kind of education serves little positive purpose to in-
 stitutions while providing skills which might be used to subvert the status quo.
 In other words, it is more efficient to educate students just enough so that they
 can understand and conform to institutional requirements, than to educate them
 so much that they might question and try to change those institutions. This
 means, among other things, that teaching students to read is more useful than
 teaching them to write.
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 The idea that the dominant culture supports the privileging of reading educa-
 tion over writing education can be supported historically. The rise in prestige ex-
 perienced by literary studies since 1820 has coincided with the increase in infor-
 mation technology, and the corresponding need for a workforce which could
 understand increasingly complex instructions (Pattison 150-51). Furthermore,
 the decreased prestige of composition and rhetoric has coincided with the in-
 crease in college students from the middle and working classes (Berlin, Writing
 Instruction 60-62). One could surmise that until the 1800s, when college students
 came primarily from the powerful classes, educational systems were rewarded
 for teaching students to use language in complex ways. After all, these students
 would eventually hold leadership positions, and "those who possess discipline in
 the habits of language necessary for its advantageous use . . . effectively control
 those who do not" (Pattison 181). But training the masses to use language for
 their own ends is politically risky; thus, as a wider socioeconomic range of stu-
 dents came to college, schools were rewarded instead for socializing these stu-
 dents to fit into the workplace-teaching them to read well, and to write only a
 little.

 This is not to suggest that social and economic authorities have conspired to
 directly cause the marginalization of composition and rhetoric. In fact, much of
 the impetus to teach writing comes from outside English departments: the larger
 university structure relies on freshman composition courses to teach students
 how to succeed on essay exams and write correctly formatted research papers.
 Schools of business and engineering, as well as the corporations who employ
 their graduates, push for technical writing courses that will teach students to
 produce the kinds of letters and reports needed in the workplace. And
 government-funded commissions like the National Assessment for Educational
 Progress frequently call for improved writing instruction throughout the nation's
 schools and universities (see Reading, Thinking, and Writing). These organiza-
 tions, however, do not advocate the kind of sophisticated language uses Pattison
 describes; instead, they tend to focus only on the limited, functional writing
 skills needed to complete basic documents for school and work. Their concern is
 that students gain enough skill in writing to fit into the larger society, to do their
 jobs efficiently and accurately.

 Institutions, including English departments, are shaped to fit the needs of
 those in power. If complex writing skills were considered essential by the domi-
 nant society, it would be difficult for English departments to maintain the cur-
 rent arrangement which privileges literary study. But there exists little outside
 pressure for English departments to expend more resources and time on the
 kinds of critical writing skills taught in upper-division and graduate-level writing
 courses. These kinds of courses, and the experienced professors who teach
 them, remain a small minority in most departments. That this arrangement re-
 mains largely unchallenged illustrates that, as Pattison says,

 the institutions of established power . . . have an investment in propagating the
 basic mechanics of literacy and an equal investment in the restriction of any broad-
 er training in the critical [use] of language. Viewed in this light, the current state of
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 literacy in America, far from being the . . . disaster it is often advertised to be, is
 the state of events desired by the prevailing institutions. (178)

 Of course college literature courses do not teach students to believe and obey
 everything they read; they train students to read critically and carefully. And be-
 cause sophisticated reading skills do not directly promote conformity, literature
 education is in some ways as useless to the prevailing institutions as is writing
 education. However, literature education is ultimately less dangerous, as it
 focuses students' attention on extracting meaning from texts other people have
 written. Even the writing assignments in such courses generally ask students to
 interpret another text. This focus would hold true even for the ideal courses
 Graff proposes, which would ask students to discuss how they "situate [them-
 selves] in relation to texts" (Graff 262). The center of the literature course is
 other people's ideas, other people's texts-not the texts and ideas of the stu-
 dents. Advanced writing courses, in contrast, usually ask students to explore
 their own meanings, propose solutions to problems important to them, and ex-
 press original ideas. These courses center on what students themselves can do
 with language. In Freire's words, the writing course potentially teaches students
 to "deal creatively with reality and discover how to participate in the transfor-
 mation of their world" through language use (15). It is easy to see why such
 courses are not only useless, but also potentially threatening to dominant institu-
 tions.

 The current structure of English departments, then, serves the needs of the
 dominant culture. Scholars interested in language are attracted to the more pres-
 tigious, better-paying field of literary studies, where they teach students to read
 literary texts critically, but rarely to create their own original texts. Rhetoric
 courses, which have the potential to teach students the politically dangerous
 skill of manipulating language for their own ends, are often given to poorly paid,
 less respected teachers who have little training. This practically insures that
 most students will not learn sophisticated writing skills that would enable them
 to challenge the status quo. This situation poses some serious questions for op-
 positional scholars in our profession: are literature courses effective vehicles for
 oppositional pedagogy? is it possible to be an oppositional pedagogue while still
 focusing primarily on teaching students to read literature? must English depart-
 ments concentrate more on writing if they want students to become more than
 passive receptors of knowledge?

 Freire's Pedagogy

 These important questions can be explored by looking at a well-known man-
 ifesto for revolutionary education, Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed.
 Freire believes that most literacy education is based on the "banking concept,"
 in which authoritarian teachers "deposit" information in students' minds.
 "Banking" education assumes that students' viewpoints and voices are of sec-
 ondary importance to the authoritative knowledge passed on by the teacher (58).
 This paternalistic system perpetuates the existing political and social order by
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 turning out students who are passive and unquestioning. Never having been en-
 couraged to develop their own ideas and solutions, such learners become
 trapped in a "culture of silence"-they lack both the critical awareness and a
 social outlet to challenge the status quo, and so are often marginalized socially
 and politically. Freire proposes a fundamentally different educational philosophy
 for teachers who want to do more than socialize students to conformity. His
 proposed system has two parts: first, teachers must help students develop con-
 scientizacao, or the "ability to perceive social, political, and economic contra-
 dictions" in the world around them (19). Second, students must use this
 awareness to respond to these conditions: "As this happens, the word takes on
 new power. It is no longer an abstraction or magic, but a means by which man
 discovers himself and his potential and gives names to things around him" (12).
 This combination of critical reflection and revolutionary action, or "praxis," be-
 comes the skills through which students can change, and not just conform to,
 their world.

 Freire's system was designed to teach basic literacy to adults in totalitarian
 regimes; still, his ideas are applicable to the literature/composition split in Amer-
 ican English departments. Because our technological society also consigns many
 students to "a culture of silence" (14) oppositional pedagogues in this country
 must facilitate the combination of critical awareness and action which Freire ad-

 vocates. And pure literature courses, I would argue, cannot provide this combi-
 nation. Even the most cultural-studies-oriented literature course only teaches
 students one half of Freire's program: the ability to perceive contradictions, or
 as Davis calls it, "discourse awareness" (251). Courses that focus on other peo-
 ple's texts can help students critique ideas and practices, but do not build their
 skills for demanding or implementing changes. Reflection without action does
 not produce the kind of revolutionary classrooms Freire envisions: "thought has
 meaning only when generated by action upon the world" (64). According to
 Freire, only courses in which "students ... are posed with problems relating to
 themselves in the world and ... [are] challenged and obliged to respond" result
 in truly "liberating" education (68). These are the kinds of tasks students face in
 advanced writing and rhetoric courses. Both these components are essential to
 oppositional language pedagogy; thus both should be emphasized equally by any
 English department which wants to revolutionize its pedagogy.

 If we use Freire as a model, it is difficult to see how English departments can
 provide truly oppositional pedagogy without giving careful consideration to the
 status of composition and rhetoric. As long as writing skills are devalued by the
 profession whose job it is to teach them, language education in this country will
 continue to teach criticism, not action; reflection, not revolution. Students will
 continue to be passive "receptacles" of knowledge they do not know how to use
 or question (Freire 58). Graff's book provides a valuable starting point by pro-
 posing that we broaden our approaches to literature. However, only by broaden-
 ing English departments beyond literature, to include the historically and politi-
 cally important fields of rhetoric and composition, will departments approach an
 oppositional pedagogy.
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 Ultimately, Graff's Professing Literature provides an interesting context for
 discussing the marginalization of composition and rhetoric in English depart-
 ments. Many critics have praised Graff for his revolutionary analysis of literary
 studies, saying that he has helped to "liberate . . . intellectually oppressed"
 viewpoints within the field (Davis 259). However, Graff's exclusion of composi-
 tion and rhetoric from his history reflects a pervasive kind of oppression in En-
 glish departments. This exclusion is important, first, because by glossing over a
 fundamental split in English departments, Graff participates in the same "mask-
 ing of central conflicts" which he decries throughout his book. Second, the fact
 that few scholars have commented on Graff's choice shows the extent to which

 our profession privileges reading over writing-or passive consumption of texts
 over active construction of texts. The assumption that it is more important to
 teach students to read and understand than to teach them to create texts has po-
 litical implications: by focusing on reading and excluding writing, English de-
 partments serve the dominant society's need for literate but passive citizens and
 limit the possibility that students will engage in what Freire calls "praxis." Op-
 positional critics, then, need to examine Graff's proposals not only in terms of
 what he suggests, but in terms of what he leaves out. As Graff himself writes,
 "The boundaries that mark literary study off from creative writing, composition,
 rhetoric, communications, linguistics, and film . . each bespeak a history of
 conflict . . ." (258). Exploring the nature and implications of these conflicts,
 rather than ignoring them, will bring our profession closer to closing "the gap
 between dominant and competing discourses that hold out the possibilities of
 cultural revolution and change" in English education (Davis 250).
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